Abstract-Spelling errors when typing a URL can be exploited by website-squatters: users are led to phony sites in a phenomenon we call parasitic URL naming. These phony sites imitate popular websites and try to extract personal information from unsuspecting users, or simply advertise and sell products to users. In this paper, we conduct a massive study in order to quantify the extent of this parasitic URL naming We start with a corpus of 900 popular websites, which we refer to as original URLs, and generate roughly 3 million URLs by varying the original names systematically and exhaustively. Over a period of 60 days, we analyze how many sites have URLs very similar to our original URLs. We find that parasitic URL naming is a wide-spread problem and quantify the extent of this issue. We believe that this work will provide the first step towards research and tools to combat web-fraud.
I. INTRODUCTION
Impersonation and deception is rampant [1]- [11] in the Internet and is one of the primary modus operandi for phishers [5] , [6] , pharmers [12] , [13] and DNS squatters [14] to engineer complex scams. These unsavory entities use a plethora of mechanisms to fool users by decking up their phony sites with pictures and text which closely resemble popular sites. Worst case scenarios can range from unsuspecting users entering email and social-network passwords to credit card and social security numbers [2] , [6] , [8] , [12] , [13] .
Pharming or parasitic URL naming is a relatively new but serious phenomenon [12] , [13] . Pharmers, which we also call URL poachers, register domain names similar to prominent websites and expect to take advantage of users' mistyping of the URL address. Once at these fake sites, URL poachers attempt to advertise and sell products or to glean personal information off unsuspecting users. We will call these websites phony and the whole process URL poaching. Clearly, using bookmarks eliminates the problem of typos, but typing still takes place in many cases, such as when visiting a new website or using borrowed or public computers. Part of the proof is the great extent of URL poaching, as we will see later. For example, samachar.com is a popular news portal, which when mistyped as samchar.com opens up an adult site. In an effort to address this problem, popular sites often buy URLs which are similar to their own URL For example, gogle.com leads to google.com. Unfortunately, this approach can exacerbate the problem since it indirectly encourages URL poaching and URL squatting: it motivates people to register URL names resembling popular URLs and hope that they will be bought.
URL poaching is an important and enabling component of the larger cyber-fraud problem, which it can be loosely defined to include a range of activities, from annoying behaviors, like pop-up windows and spam, to identity theft. Extensive studies performed by the Gartner Group in 2004 [7] , put a cost of Internet-based ID theft around $2.4 billion per year in the US alone, and report that around 5% of adult American Internet users are successfully targeted by such attacks each year. In fact, a study by Garfinkel and Miller [10] indicates the (high) degree to which users are willing to ignore the presence or absence of the SSL lock icon when making a security-related decision; and how the name and context of the sender of an email in many cases matter more (to a recipient determining its validity) than the email address of the sender. This is a natural motivation to study the security issues which arise due to such browsing habits.
URL poaching has not been studied extensively.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is one of the first extensive studies to characterize parasitic URL naming. Previous research has focused on quantifying the impact of cyber-fraud [4], [5] , [7] , [34] on end-users and on some aspects of parasitic URL naming problem. We shall discuss related research in the next section. In this paper, we conduct a massive study whose goal is to quantify the extent of parasitic URL naming.
We start with a corpus of 900 popular websites, which we refer to as original URLs, and generate roughly 3 million URLs by varying the original website names systematically and exhaustively. Each of these similarly named sites is either a phony site, or a legitimate site that happens to be similar, which we refer to as incidentally similar (IS) website.
Our main results can be summarized in the following points.
Quantifying the extent of parasitic URL naming. Based on our measurements, we observe the following interesting characteristics of this problem.
• Parasitic URL naming is very prevalent. We find that for nearly 57% of all original URLs in our corpus, more than 35% of all possible URL variations (for each original URL) exist in the Internet. Surprisingly, over 99% of these similarly named websites are phony.
• One-character variations are most popular for phony URLs: We find that 99% of phony URLs per original URL, differ from the original ones by just one character, in length or in spelling. Further, URLs with less than 10 characters are more prone to being impersonated. Finally, URLs which belong to US and German banks suffer most from parasitic URL naming.
• Effect of Original URL-extension on extent of URL Poaching: Original URLs with a .com extension are impersonated by phony URLs with .biz, .net and .org extensions. Original URLs without a .com extension are impersonated by phony URLs with .com, .net and .org extensions. The next section presents related literature, while section III deals with quantifying the extent of URL poaching followed by the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Efforts attempting to characterize the parasitic URL naming problem have been limited to identifying some "typo squatters" [14] , [34] but have not been able to develop a profile. Experimental studies such as the one performed by Jagatic et al. [11] , in which a social network was used for extracting information about social relationships, showed that more than 80% of recipients followed a URL pointer that they believed a friend sent them, and over 70% of the recipients continued to enter credentials at the corresponding site. This is an indication of the gullible nature of most Internet users. Other studies Percentage of phony sites existing (out of all possible permutations) for at least 50% of original URLs from corpus.
regarding phishing, such as the one by Mailfrontier [9] and [6] provide credence to the fact that malicious impersonation in the Internet is a real threat. An important piece of work by Jakobsson et al. [5] , [8] 2) Obtaining URL name variations: These original URLs were modified by either inserting/deleting one or more characters at a time and then probing to ascertain if a URL with the modified name was already registered. For example, consider that we intend to find how any similarly named sites exist for Google. We substitute the first character with all possible alphabet letters. We repeat this with each character in the URL to obtain all misspellings of the original with one character modification. We term this method 1-mod-inplace, since it changes only 1 character in the original URL, without changing the length of the URL. We use other schemes too where we remove one character from the URL i.e. 1-moddeflate or increase the length of the URL by one character, i.e. 1-mod-inflate. We also experiment with 2 and 3 character modifications for inplace, inflate and deflate schemes.
B. Profiling URL Name-space 1) Analyzing the effect of URL modification:
We analyze the extent of URL poaching and to this effect modify original URLs to search for phony sites in the Internet.
Observation 1: Significant numbers of phony URLs exist in the Internet. We observe from Fig. 1 that modifying each of the original URLs by changing one character inplace, by inflating the length of the URL by one character and by decreasing the length of the original URL by one character leads to the discovery of significant numbers of similarly named sites. Employing the 1-mod-inplace scheme, for nearly 30% of corpus URLs, we find that about 30-90% of all possible similarly named URLs exist in the Internet. Using the 1-mod-inflate scheme for about 25% of original URLs, we observe the existence of about 20-90% of all possible URL permutations. Similarly, using the 1-mod-deflate scheme, for 57% of corpus URLs, we observe the existence of about 35-90% of all possible URL permutations. These figures indicate the widespread existence of sites with URLs closely resembling original URLs. We also experiment with schemes exploring multi-character spelling changes, URL inflation and deflation. We find that for 2 or 3 character schemes the percentage of phony URLs existing per legitimate URL is below 0.5%.
Observation 2: URL poachers prefer to register 1 character modifications of popular URLs. Understandably, URL poachers do not expect Internet users to significantly mistype URLs and concentrate on registering domains with URLs which differ from legitimate ones by a small amount. From the obtained results it seems that URL poachers expect most users to miss out on typing 1 character in URLs. In Fig. 4 , we see that for at least 50% of original URLs from our corpus, only 1 character modification schemes can uncover significant numbers of phony sites, hence in our work we concentrate primarily on 1 character modification schemes. Consider a popular site Google.com, depicted in Fig. 5 , where we uncover all three types of sites (1) phony, (2) Similar sounding URL but pointing to main site (legit) e.g. gogle.com and (3) IS sites (goole.com). Another example presented in Fig. 3 depicts the case for Citicards.com. We observe that 66.6% of all possible misspelled URLs are phony. This is a significant number. Due to space constraints we defer from presenting graphs representing 2 and 3 character modification cases.
Observation 3: Short original URLs suffer more from URL poaching. As depicted in Fig. 2 , for original sites which have URL length less than 10 characters, more than 10% of all possible phony URLs are registered in the Internet. This is an indication of URL poachers targeting sites with shorter names. This is somewhat expected as popular sites often have short names.
These observations clearly point to the strategies employed by URL poachers. In the next section we describe how these findings could be used to protect web-surfers against such threats.
2) URL extension analysis:
Here we analyze how the extension of an original URL (.com etc) influences its chances of being poached. We generate phony URLs from original URLs using single and multi character inplace, inflate and deflate schemes. Subsequently, we attach an extension (.com etc) to these URL permutations to check whether the presence of a particular extension has an effect on the existence of fake sites in the Internet. We experiment with .com, .gov, .org, .net, .biz, .edu, and .mil. Some results for single character modifications are displayed in Fig. 6 , which depicts percentage of all possible phony sites existing per original URL, when each phony URL has a .com or .org extension. Again, we reiterate that miniscule numbers of phony sites were found for multi-character schemes and due to space constraints we don't present results for them. We present Table I which describes the statistical characteristics of the data displayed in Fig. 6 . Each scheme for the respective URL extensions, is listed in the first column while the next three describe the statistical features for the percentage of existing phony URLs in the Internet. We can clearly observe that for .com, .org and .biz extensions, the difference in the averages among the inplace and deflate schemes is higher than the inflate scheme. Further, the standard deviation is lesser for inflate schemes. This suggests that numbers of phony URLs, obtained through the inflate schemes, discovered per original URL are generally much less than those discovered by inplace and deflate schemes. This shows again that URL poachers expect users to either omit or misspell a character while typing a URL.
Observation 4: Sites with .com extension have higher chances of being poached. We observe that the population statistics for numbers of existing phony URLs with .com extensions are different from the other cases and thereby present a detailed analysis of the .com scenario. We present Fig. 7 Fig. 8 (a) -(c) which displays how .com sites are poached across the complete range of URL extensions. Fig. 8 (d) -(f) displays the case for corpus URLs without a .com extension. We observe that: 1) Original URLs with a .com extension are impersonated primarily in .biz, .net and .org domains. 2) Original URLs without a .com extension are impersonated primarily in .com, .net and .org domains.
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have observed interesting characteristics of the parasitic URL naming problem. We envision the use of these features as the building blocks for an online warning system which would be able to determine if a site is phony or legitimate and provide an appropriate warning message. We are aware of services which provide malware related warnings, such as McAfee Site Advisor [31] . These services however are targeted more towards filtering sites which have been known to spread malicious code by exploiting vulnerabilities in browsers and operating systems. It would be interesting to observe the efficacy of the features described in the previous section on a set of sites and compare them with existing commercial services such as McAfee Site Advisor.
We are in the process of extending this work. Specifically, (a) developing a more complete profile of phony sites and (b) designing an automated tool to detect whether a website is phony. 
V. CONCLUSION
Our research has focused on quantifying the parasitic URL naming phenomenon. We conduct an extensive measurement based analysis probing more than 3 million sites obtained by modifying URLs from a corpus of 900 popular sites. We uncover that most phony URLs differ from legitimate ones by just 1 character, in length or in spelling. We find that URL poaching is a widespread problem, 99% of all misspelt sites discovered by us were found to be phony. We find that for nearly 57% of all original URLs in our corpus, more than 35% of all possible URL variations (for each original URL) exist in the Internet. This proves the massive scale of this problem. Interestingly, short URLs, less than 8 characters in length are more susceptible to poaching and sites with .com extension have a significant chance of being poached. We expect these results to be helpful in developing a phony website warning system to protect web surfers.
